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Photo: depositphotos.comBetween going on a trip, heading to the office for a day, and packing lunch later, a reusable water bottle removes disposable plastics and lowers its carbon footprint. For people with an active lifestyle or who want to monitor their hydration, some of the best water bottles can monitor daily water
consumption. You can find high quality reusable options that will keep drinks cold all day long and help you hydrate when you are on the go. When choosing the best reusable bottle, keep in mind the liquid capacity that suits your needs. Consider whether you want a model that tracks your water consumption. Reusable
water bottles come in a variety of materials, from stainless steel to BPA without plastic to glass design. Many bottles of good quality water allow you to drink with one hand, but not always. You can choose a design that removes chlorine from the water, in which case you want to filter the option. Some models are safe in
the dishwasher, while others take more time to hand washing. Finally, keep in mind how much you are willing to spend. With these shopping considerations in mind, we rounded up our top picks to make recommendations for the best reusable water bottles. Photo: amazon.com This reusable water bottle from Nalgene
offers long-term durability, which is difficult to find in plastic water bottles. A wide mouth holds ice blocks to chill your water or fruit to add flavor. With its easy-to-read marks showing both milliliters and ounces, plus a capacity of 1 liter, it's good for those trying to up their water consumption during the day. Nalgene Tritan
has more than 40 colors, so you can choose the shade that suits you. While this Nalgene water bottle is a great choice for the office or during the ride, it is not suitable for runners or sports on a bolt top cap. This top choice is perfect for both hot and cold liquids. Just keep in mind that this can sometimes make the
coloring fade a little faster than if you were using hot, soapy water instead. Photo: amazon.com Klean Kanteen's reusable bottle is for those who like to take their water along the way. This durable, double-walled water bottle with a terry cap is ideal for travelers and commuters. Food quality stainless steel is
electropolished to reduce the risk of absorption of any taste or odors when you replace your liquids. This top pick comes in 12-oz, 16-oz, 20-oz, and 64-oz models to choose from. This easy-to-clean option isolates hot drinks for up to 6 hours and a cold drink for up to 24 hours, and its slim design is suitable for many cup
holders. Photo: amazon.com Contigo Autoseal is a worthy option for runners and those who enjoy regular sports activities because of the one-handed design that runs the auto seal feature. His dual vacuum insulation keeps 24-oz drinks cold for up to 28 hours. A masterly designed lid reduces the risk of spills and slipping
between sips and features protective cover of the spout to hide the microbes from the mouthpiece. A more complex design is more difficult to clean, and although the lid is safe in the dishwasher, you can choose soapy water and bottle brush to achieve tight spots. Photo: amazon.com Brita has set its name for providing
safe and neutral drinking water through its filters, and this 26-oz water bottle is no different. This option for adding a filter may cost a little more over time, as you will need to purchase more filters, which also reduces the environmentally friendly factor. This Brita reusable bottle comes with BPA without plastic and allows
you to filter your water on the go. Just be aware that the filter will have to be drained before cleaning, as you may end up covered with water if you are not expecting excess to slip through some of it alone. Photo: amazon.com Thermos is well known for producing high-quality portable drinking options, and this bottle of
water is a notable example. Made from BPA without polyester, this 24-ounce bottle has a rotating meter to monitor your daily water consumption. Thermos Intak has an ergonomic design that ensures comfortable grip. Thin to fit into the standard cup holder, you can use this top to choose one hand, so it's a cool option for
those on the go. Photo: amazon.com If you like having a trendy water bottle in hand, this 20-ounce option from Ello is a great model. The protective sleeves come in different colors, and the silicone lid reduces the risk of leakage and spillage. The construction of the glass means that there is no doubt about the contagion
or the danger that the bottle absorbs odors and odors. Silicone can be a bit tricky to clean, because it will naturally allow to clog tight spots to reach while washing. If you are naturally clumsy, you may want to stay away from this Ello Pure option because the glass is broken. On the other hand, if you can take care of this
bottle of water and are not associated with the risk of a wreck, ello pure reusable bottle has great value. Photo: amazon.com This 40-oz Buzio water bottle comes with a straw cap, flex cap, and two straws flex cap perfect for beach, camping, and hiking, while a straw lid is suitable for bike and road trips. This buzio upper
choice is durable, vacuum-insulated stainless steel, which is available in a variety of colors and sizes. The unique TempArmour technology ensures that drinks are cold for up to 48 hours and hot for up to 24 hours. There are four other size options to choose from including 32-oz, 64-oz, and 87-oz models. Buzio insulated
Water Bottle features powder layer technology and wide mouth, making it easy to grip and can accommodate ice. Photo: amazon.com Takeya Black Originals vacuum-insulated water bottle is a stainless steel construction designed to hold cold ice for 24 hours and hot for 12 hours. With a variety of color options, it's BPA
food quality water bottle will not move flavors and does not sweat. The vial contains 32 oz of liquid fluid has an innovative, leaky, spout cover that makes it easy to drink or pour with one hand. The well-engineered hinge lock conveniently keeps the cap out of its knees while drinking. We're told that drinking plenty of water
is the key to youthful, plump, clear skin, but is it really the case? In fact, most of the celebrities we interview here in Byrdie claim that drinking water is the secret of their skin (see Kendall, Gabrielle, and JLo). While we like to think we're intaking our required amount of H2O every day, we wonder if this actually contributes
to better skin health, or if it's just a widespread myth we came to accept as gospel. To learn the verdict on this hydration havoc, we turned to the pros: Caroline Cederquist, MD, author of the MD Factor Diet; dermatologist Joshua Zeichner, MD; and board certified dermatologist and surgeon Margarita Lolis, MD. That's
what drinking water really does to our skin. First, the hard truth. While everyone says drinking water is important for overall health and doctors across the board recommend more water and less caffeine or sugar-packed drinks, there is a lack of research to actually prove the effects of water consumption on skin hydration
or the overall appearance of people who are healthy, says Lolis. The problem is the actual physics behind the way water flows through our systems; drinking water is necessary for our bodies to function optimally, and to help nutrients reach the skin through proper blood circulation, but not necessarily be all and end up
with everything we need for dewy skin. The truth is that when you drink water, it doesn't automatically go to the skin, it moisturizes cells when absorbed into the bloodstream and filtered by the kidneys, Lolis explains. So at the cellular level, drinking water is great because it washes the system and hydrates our bodies in
general. Zeichner agrees that there is not enough research to support the idea that drinking water will make a huge difference in the appearance of your skin. It's actually a myth that drinking water will help keep your skin hydrated, he says. There is no evidence to support the idea that drinking a glass of water helps to
hydrate the skin. On the other hand, there is no evidence to suggest that drinking less than eight glasses of water a day is actually harmful. The only caveat is that if you are severely dehydrated, it will take a toll on the skin. Studies show that the skin may lose some of its elasticity or take the effects of stretching, but only
in extreme cases of dehydration. Instead of relying heavily on water to boost your face, Lolis recommends doing your best to locally and atmosphericly, incorporating these habits into your routine regularly to keep your skin hydrated: Use a gentle cleanser instead of soap. Drive without skin care products containing
alcohol. Avoid exposure to dry air, possibly using a humidifier. Avoid washing long, hot showers or dishes without gloves, limiting the body cream after a shower or hand cream after washing hands. In addition, Zeichner says hydration is best fed on the surface of the skin. When it comes to hydration, the relevant
humidifier can actually be much more effective than drinking water, he explains. Moisturizers are three types of ingredients that work together to help the skin. Occlusive, for example, white petrolatum, forms a protective seal above the skin; moisturizing means, such as glycerin or ronek acid, act as a sponge to pull into
the outer layers of the skin; and softeners, such as natural oils, smooth rough edges between the cells outer layer. In other words, a suitable humidifier (or generally common) will have all three components to help attract to water and keep it locked. An easy way to calculate this is to divide your weight in half and drink
that amount of ounce. In other words, if you weigh 140 pounds, you want to drink about 70 ounces of water every day. If you are not deviating drinking water, know that you can also hydrate over water-rich food. According to the Institute of Medicine, the recommendation is 104 ounces or 13 cups of water for men and at
least 72 ounces or 9 cups for women, says Lolis. However, these figures are a reference to total fluid intake per day and include everything that ingests water, such as fruits and vegetables. (This useful list of moisturizing products is a great reference.) It also offers to infuse a bottle of water with fruit or vegetables in your
home spa water, or adding a shot glass of juice to a 10-ounce water bottle to taste a hint that will have significantly less sugar than drinking that juice alone. Cederquist suggests avoiding processed foods and foods high in saturated fats. I also recommend getting a nice water bottle and make it a habit of bringing it with
you everywhere, she adds. As for nutrition, Zeichner is a proponent of a healthy canteen for glowing skin. A well-balanced diet full of antioxidants and omega-3 fatty acids helps provide the necessary building blocks for healthy skin cell function, he explains. For Lolis, in addition to what you eat, glowing skin is attributed
to many benefactors: When it comes to skin looking supple and glowing, things like good general nutrition, exercise, limiting alcohol consumption, not smoking, getting at least seven hours of sleep a night, removing or at least significantly limiting processed foods and sugars, as well as having a high skin care regimen are
the main factors. If you're not sure if you're getting enough water, there's an easy way to try this: Have a urine check, calls Lolis. When you are properly hydrated, your urine will pale and clear.
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